Genetics of Essential Hypertension: From Families to Genes
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Abstract. Family studies demonstrated the contribution of genetic factors to the development of primary hypertension. However, the transition from this phenomenologic-biometric approach to the molecular-genetic one is more difficult. This last approach is mainly based on the Mendel paradigm; that is, the dissection of the polygenic complexity of hypertension is brought about on the assumption that the individual genetic variants underlying the development of hypertension must be more frequent in hypertensive patients than in controls and must cosegregate with hypertension in families. The validity of these assumptions was clearly demonstrated in the so-called monogenic form of hypertension. However, because of the network of the feedback mechanisms regulating BP, it is possible that that the same gene variant may have an opposite effect on BP according to the genetic and environmental backgrounds. Independent groups of observations (acute BP response to saline infusion, incidence of hypertension in a population follow-up of 9 yr, age-related changes on BP) discussed in this review suggest a positive answer to this question. Therefore the impact of a given genetic variant on BP level must be evaluated within the context of the appropriate genetic epistatic interactions. A negative finding or a minor genetic effect in a general population may become a major gene effect in a subset of people with the appropriate genetic and environmental backgrounds.

In almost any textbook dealing with this issue it is stated that hypertension arises in families (1). Studies on natural-adopted children (2–4), parent-offspring relationships (5–9), and concordant and discordant twins (10–13) support this definition. In these studies, the phenotype used to detect the genetic component was the level of BP, but most of the subjects studied were below the age of 40 yr and had normal BP levels. The relevance of these results to the understanding of the genetics of hypertension depends on what we believe is the mechanism of hypertension. If we believe that hypertension is just the tail of a normal distribution of BP considered a quantitative physiologic trait, as suggested by Oldham et al. (14), we may use these results to gain information about the genetics of hypertension, also considering the tracking phenomenon (15–19). Clearly, we must assume that the genetic network underlying hypertension is not qualitatively different from that underlying the regulation of normal BP. An opposite view may propose that hypertension arises at a certain age from the interaction of some peculiar genetic network, which is present in the hypertensive patients only, interacting with specific environmental factors. This last condition is observed in secondary forms of hypertension in which the molecular-physiologic mechanisms involved do not seem to operate for normal BP control in the normotensive population. For instance, it is likely that the etiologic factors leading to the fibrodysplastic alterations in the renal arterial wall are present only in the subset of subjects who develop renovascular hypertension. Likewise, in primary hypertension, BP could be controlled by the interaction of those genetic mechanisms at work only in the subset of subjects who will become hypertensive later in their life.

The lack of a bimodal distribution of BP (20) between this subgroup and the normotensive population is not a valid argument against this hypothesis for the following reasons:

1. The “bimodal distribution” has been found when searched with the appropriate methods (21).
2. In highly penetrating monogenic diseases, there is an enormous quantitative variation in the phenotypic expression of the trait of interest among carriers of the culprit allele (22).
3. When a trait is under the influence of many genetic and environmental factors, it has been demonstrated that the normal distribution of the trait is not a good argument against the involvement of well-defined individual genetic mechanisms (23).

When the genetic and environmental components of total BP variation are evaluated, we should also take into account that the effect of the environment on BP is age-dependent. For instance, it has been demonstrated in both humans and rats that dietary salt intake in early life is extremely important on the subsequent BP level. Normal newborn babies maintained on a 6-mo reduction in salt intake had a significantly lower BP compared with babies on a normal sodium intake, both in the short term and in the long term, though both groups had been reverted to the same amount of sodium (24,25). Even though these results have been questioned, similar observations have been made in rats (26–28). The BP effects of short-term changes in sodium intake act age-dependently. In fact, the
magnitude of BP changes is greater in older people than in younger ones (29–32). The discrepancy in the relationship between dietary sodium and BP between interpopulation studies, where there is a strike relationship between dietary sodium and BP, and intervention studies in adult population, where sodium effect is less evident, may be due, at least in part, to the fact that in the former dietary sodium is established since birth. Translating these age-dependent effects on BP to genetics, we have to consider the possibility that also the pressure effect of genes involved in renal sodium handling could be age-dependent.

The topic of this paper requires additional considerations on the relationships between the phenomenologic-biometric approach (the Galton paradigm) that has been used to assess the genetic and the environmental components of BP in families and the molecular genetic approach (the Mendelian paradigm) used to study genes in individuals. The first approach describes the relationship between genetic (nature) and environmental factors (nurture) in causing hypertension by measuring BP in related and unrelated individuals under conditions of random mating. This approach tries to define the portion of total BP variance due to genetic factors ($V_G$) and that due to environmental ones ($V_E$). Values of $V_G$ ranging from 20% to 55% are reported in the literature (1,33). However, there are many problems when trying to link these biometric values to more precise individual genetic molecular mechanisms. The addition rule of variance ($V_T = V_G + V_E$) applies only when genotypic and environmental factors are independent of each other (34). However we know that this is not true for hypertension, because there are environmental factors (salt, for instance) that produce their hypertensive effect only in the presence of a particular genotype and vice versa. In both rats and humans, there are many data supporting this notion (35–39). In humans, a low-salt diet produces a range of individual responses ranging from +17 mmHg to −15 mmHg, the average fall being −1.8 mmHg (40). Similar findings are obtained when diuretics are given (35,41,42). A very significant portion of this variability, including the pressor effect, is due to genetic factors, and this portion is going to increase as our understanding of the genetics of this phenomenon progresses and the number of gene polymorphisms included in the analysis rises. Therefore the precise interaction between the genetic and the environmental component may be calculated only after having reached an exhaustive understanding of these phenomena and having performed the appropriate measurements. The addition of $V_G$ to $V_E$ is also affected by epistatic (43,44) or additive interactions and by dominance and recessiveness, defined by the phenotype-genotype relationship. Again, no sophisticated analysis or assumption may replace the direct measurements of the influence of these phenomena on the precise partition of $V_T$ into $V_G$ and $V_E$.

With this proviso, we may use the ratio $V_G/V_T = h^2$ as a population statistical parameter of hereditability. These considerations have practical implications. In fact, assuming that the biallelic system of interest accounts for a 4% of total BP variation in a population and that the genetic component represents 40% of the total BP variation, then the biallelic system accounts for 10% of the total genetic variation; our apparent negligible value of 4% becomes a more relevant 10% of the total genetic variation. However, we must be aware of the fact that the exact relationship between the $h^2$ value and the genetic-molecular mechanism at work in that population can be established only after having performed the appropriate measurements.

The results so far obtained in well-studied monogenic diseases like thalassemia (45) or phenylketonuria (46) demonstrate that a single mutation is associated with an enormous phenotypic diversity (47). The same picture also emerges from studies on monogenic forms of hypertension (48) even though the data so far accumulated are not so clear. These data demonstrate that the phenotypic diversity is determined by layer upon layer of complexity. At each level of biologic organization, there are modifier genes that modulate the effect of the gene variant of interest. Therefore all the experts of monogenic diseases stress the importance of a multidisciplinary approach that combines organ and cellular pathology from the molecular to the physiologic-biochemical level to properly understand the underlying genetic mechanism. However, the strategies commonly used to dissect the genetic complexity of hypertension do not always take these considerations into account. Consequently, in spite of considerable efforts of the researchers in this field (49–58), the results of the studies are so far rather scanty in terms of (1) consistency among the genetic findings in different populations and (2) agreement about the most appropriate criteria to disclose the involvement of a given genetic mechanism.

What is really most surprising is the intrinsic inconsistency of some proposals. For instance, though it is widely recognized that the genetic and environmental factors involved in hypertension are heterogeneous, the most usual proposal to overcome this substantial problem is to increase the sample size to acquire the appropriate power to detect small differences. However, increasing the sample size, we also add more factors, either genetic or environmental. Therefore we are embarking on an endless job, and there is no convincing analysis in the literature trying to overcome this limitation.

The common paradigm underlying the strategies of statistical genetics predicts that the gene variant of interest must always be more frequent in cases than in controls or must cosegregate with a higher level of BP in families (the Mendelian paradigm) (59,60). This paradigm was proved to be fruitful in understanding the genetics of monogenic diseases or diseases where a clear-cut abnormality of a chemical, morphologic, or clinical phenotype exists. However, in view of the results so far obtained, we should wonder if the same paradigm could be equally fruitful for a quantitative phenotype so variable as BP (61,62).

**Back to Pathophysiology**

The most relevant data we got from more than 50 yr of studies on the pathophysiology of arterial hypertension are:

1. The pivotal role of the kidney in the long-term control of BP (63–65). This does not necessarily mean that the primary fault leading to hypertension must be located within the kidney.
but simply that when the primary cause is outside the kidney, some modifications in the pressure-natriuresis relationship must occur to shift the set point of BP regulation.

2. The nervous system (66) and alterations of adrenal glands (67–69) may also lead to hypertension (always through some modification of renal function). However, it is important to note that in most cases there are peculiar functional features that distinguish these forms of hypertension from the primary essential one.

3. No convincing evidence has so far been presented for a primary hypertensive mechanism arising within the heart or the muscular portion of the vessels. It is not clear whether the findings showing that alteration in endothelial function may lead to modifications of BP could be considered suggestive of a primary involvement of the endothelial function in causing primary hypertension (70).

4. When the relationship between a renal cause of hypertension and the level of BP is studied, two observations emerge:
   a. When groups of patients (or animals) are compared, the degree of renal alterations (renal artery stenosis, renal insufficiency) is related to BP increase.
   b. For the same degree of renal alteration, there is a wide individual variation in BP levels, even if this variation is not generally properly underlined.

Therefore, any definite cause of hypertension may produce different levels of BP according to the individual genetic or environmental background.

Both secondary renal forms of hypertension and monogenic forms of hypertension are generally associated to morphologic, functional, or biochemical features that distinguish them from primary hypertension. Therefore, the genetic mechanism(s) leading to primary hypertension must be more subtle than those leading to a monogenic form and very well interlinked with all the homeostatic mechanisms to produce a selective change in BP without overt alterations in electrolyte metabolism, hormone levels, or renal or nervous system function. Two possible hypotheses could reconcile these observations with the fact that primary hypertension occurs in the absence of overt alterations:

1. Genetic alterations at multiple sites that lead to BP increase without the intervention of counter-regulatory mechanisms.
2. A genetic alteration of some basic mechanism involved in the regulation of body fluids, electrolyte metabolism, and kidney function. In such a condition, all these functions could be reset at a higher BP level without triggering any compensatory mechanism. Both hypotheses are likely. Only genetic models that can accommodate epistatic or additive interactions are appropriate to test the first hypothesis.

The feedback mechanisms that regulate BP are reciprocally influenced; therefore, it is obvious that the best way to disentangle this complexity is to combine the existing knowledge on the pathophysiology of hypertension with the genetic approach. According to this view, genetics should be used as an additional tool that must be integrated with pathophysiology, clinical medicine, and pharmacology. This type of integration is needed to hypothesize the possible network of epistatic or additive interactions among gene loci of which the variants may differently modulate the physiologic mechanisms involved in BP regulation. The results obtained may then be analyzed with the models of epistatic or additive interaction within the framework of physiologic genetics.

There is a long list of candidate genes that are likely to be involved in the relationship between sodium (Na) intake and BP regulation (52–57). These genes can either directly regulate renal Na excretion or can modify the BP response to body sodium changes. Therefore, their genetic interactions are complex and may differ in the individual patient according to the available alleles at the loci involved in a specific mechanism. The complexity of this approach may discourage its practical application, because the wide number of genes involved requires very large samples to reach a sufficient statistical power. However, we do not see any valid alternative approach.

The elucidation of the physiologic mechanisms that link BP and renal Na excretion demonstrated that, within the discarding long list of putative mechanisms, pressure-natriuresis (63) emerged as the keystone mechanism that regulates the long-term set point of BP level. Likewise, among the various genetic mechanisms that are theoretically involved in this process, it could be possible to outline a hierarchical sequence. From this approach, we can collect appropriate data to test the second type of hypothesis.

The arguments involved in the debate on the relationship between alterations in individual genetic molecular mechanisms and changes in a very complex whole body phenotype, like BP, are similar to the long-lasting debates between supporters of either the reductionistic or the olistic approaches for dissecting the complexity of the living organisms. The central issue of these debates is the following: Is the whole organism just the sum of individual genetic molecular mechanisms, or, because a network of homeostatic mechanisms exists, is the whole organism a new entity that cannot simply be dissected into its individual molecular mechanism?

If the Mendelian paradigm cannot be applied to the genetics of hypertension, all the most sophisticated models of statistical genetics based on it are simply not appropriate to generate valid scientific information. It is surprising that warnings about the limitations of the Mendelian paradigm arose from the in depth knowledge of classical monogenic diseases like phenylketonuria (46) or thalassemia (45), despite of the fact that these diseases gained a lot of important scientific breakthroughs with its application. This type of bell-shaped curve regarding the importance of a given discipline for the understanding of complex phenomena is not new in the history of science. As our knowledge in a given field progresses, we also learn the limitations of the tools we are using to understand it.

Limitations of the Mendelian Paradigm to the Understanding of the Genetics of Hypertension

Is it possible that the same gene variant or allele may have opposite effects on BP depending on the genetic or environmental backgrounds? If the answer is yes, at least under particular circumstances, then the Mendelian paradigm needs a serious revision in this context.

To answer this question, we shall consider the relationship...
between body sodium regulation (through changes in renal tubular Na reabsorption) and the activity of the renin-angiotensin system (RAS) in determining BP levels. Indeed, human carriers of gene variants that favor faster tubular Na reabsorption tend to have lower plasma renin (35–71), evoking the very well established pathophysiologic notion that BP is regulated by a correct balance between body Na and RAS activity (72). Whatever the primary genetic or environmental mechanism involved, the pressure-natriuresis phenomenon is central in BP regulation and renal Na excretion (63). Within a few minutes from changes in renal perfusion pressure, there are modifications of both proximal tubular Na reabsorption and cell surface expression of tubular cells Na transporters (73,74). This implies the existence of a biochemical-pressure transducer sensing the changes in hydrostatic pressure and triggering a sequence of biochemical cellular events, which lead to a variation in tubular Na transport capacity. The bulk of knowledge so far accumulated on α-adducin (ADD1) polymorphism is consistent with the notion that these genetic variants affect this type of transducer (75–78).

We have recently tested the interaction between ADD1 and aldosterone synthase genes (CYP11B2), which should favor hypertension affecting tubular Na reabsorption capacity (76,79), and angiotensin-converting enzyme (ACE) gene as modulator of RAS activity. These studies were carried out either in an acute setting (BP response to an intravenous infusion of Na) (75) or in a chronic setting (development of hypertension in a follow-up population study) (80). The acute setting was carried out in never-treated patients on normal Na diet under very carefully controlled environmental conditions to limit confounding factors. The results are consistent with the hypothesis that the functional difference associated to DD and II ACE genotypes is disclosed or magnified in the presence of the gene variant causing renal Na retention both in the acute and chronic setting.

In fact DD, ID, and II ACE genotypes did not have per se any influence on acute BP response. However, when patients with the three ACE genotypes were further subdivided according to Gly460Trp polymorphism of ADD1 (Gly460Trp genotype that increases Na retention and Gly460Gly), a linear increase in BP with the D allele was observed in patients carrying also the 460Trp allele; in Gly460Gly patients, a tendency to a BP decrease with the increase in the number of D alleles was found (Figure 1). This means that only the study of epistatic interactions with a gene variant affecting renal Na retention disclosed a pressure effect of ACE polymorphism.

In a longitudinal study on the development of hypertension in a Belgian population (the chronic setting) (80), carriers of ACE DD genotype displayed a slightly higher incidence of hypertension (+31%) compared with ID and II patients. This small difference was greatly magnified (+250%) when ADD1 and CYP11B2 polymorphisms were also taken into account. These two last gene polymorphisms did not per se have any effect on the development of hypertension in this study; however, their effect is again disclosed through the interaction with the ACE I/D polymorphism (Figure 2).

Clearly the negative findings with ADD1 and CYP11B2 were due to the fact that they potentiate the effect of DD genotype but conversely depress the effect of the II and I/D genotypes. In fact, when the relative risk (RR) of developing hypertension was calculated also to the ADD1 and Cyp11B2 polymorphisms, it increased from 1.2 to 2.04 in DD carriers compared with the general population, whereas it decreased from 0.9 to 0.4 in II and ID carriers (Figure 2). Therefore, the net effect being zero, these genes would have never been detected by any sophisticated statistical analysis that does not take into account their interaction.

The interactions among ADD1, ACE, and CYP11B2 were not confirmed by studying their association to hypertension in 128 hypertensive patients and 128 normotensive controls (81). However, the analysis has been carried out comparing very small subgroups of subjects for each combination of genotypes (around 10 to 15 subjects in each subgroup). Power calculations were not given in that article, however everybody can judge the scientific validity of a statistical analysis based on allelic frequencies assessed in such small subgroups (82).

A paradoxical BP response to saline infusion was also observed in one clip two kidneys hypertension in rats, where Na loss by the controlateral kidney may stimulate an excessive secretion of renin that per se overrides the hypotensive effect of body Na depletion. Under these circumstances, saline infusion lowers BP (83).

In subjects with a combination of genotypes that reduce the constitutive renal ability to retain Na, there may be an enhanced level of Na retaining hormones, which may per se predispose to BP increase if a peculiar genetic background favors their hypertensive effect. In other words, the hypertensive effect of genotypes favoring Na excretion may be overridden by genotypes favoring the vascular and renal effects of
“pressor” hormones triggered by the former combination of genotypes.

In fact, as discussed above, the whole organism is not simply the sum of its parts (see genes), but it is a new entity in which the interactions among the various feedback loops generate the complexity that stands in its own and contributes to the individual reactivity. Recently the age-dependency of \(A_9251\)-adducin polymorphism modulation on BP has been analyzed in a general population. The results obtained suggest that the 460Trp allele is associated to hypertension only in older subjects (\(A_{11022} 55\) yr), whereas at the homozygous status this allele seems to have opposite effects on BP at younger ages (\(A_{11021} 44\) yr) (84). Unpublished data from our group on the relationship between \(A_9251\)-adducin polymorphism and the hormonal profile (aldosterone, renin, endogenous ouabain) suggest that at younger ages carriers of Na retaining gene variants have lower levels of hormones with the same effect on renal Na handling as carriers of Na-losing gene variants. Such a homeostatic response at a younger age may affect the overall pressor effect of these gene variants, mainly when age-dependency is not taken into account.

By comparing the different phases of renovascular hypertension (from acute to chronic phase), we may observe sequential changes in the renin-angiotensin-aldosterone system, plasma catecholamines ouabain-like factor, and structure of the peripheral vessels. All these changes may be modulated by different combinations of gene variants. This interrelationship may be even stronger when the initial triggering mechanism is not external, like experimental constriction of the renal artery, but is genetic, that is at work since fetal life. In this respect, the genetics of developmental phenomena may come into play. For instance, the number of glomeruli in the adult kidney ranges from 300,000 to 1,750,000 (85,86). The genetic mechanism underlying this variability is still poorly understood. Certainly this variation \textit{per se} may affect the BP response to any given acquired (or genetic) kidney abnormality in adult life. Knockout of the RAS system genes in mice (angiotensinogen, ACE, AT1R) produces remarkable morphologic kidney changes (87). This suggests that these genes regulate both the day-to-day physiologic function and are also involved in setting the final morphology of the kidney.

At present it is not known whether the developmental effects of these genes influence BP during the adult life along the same direction as the physiologic ones. Certainly the available data seem in contrast with this hypothesis. In mice, the knockout of angiotensinogen and ACE genes (87) produces renal morphologic changes (glomerulosclerosis, tubular atrophy, interstitial fibrosis) that \textit{per se} should tend to increase BP. Conversely, the consequent enormous reduction in plasma or tissue level of these proteins causes a net decrease of BP in adult life. It is not known whether the more subtle functional changes produced by spontaneous mutations within these genes may then have opposite effects on BP according to their developmental or functional effects.

Variations in salt intake are associated to different activation of RAS. The relationship is strictly related to the districts were
RAS is studied. Na depletion activates the circulating RAS and depresses the vascular one. Opposite changes occur with Na load (88). Given this differential regulation with opposite effects on BP, various gene variants can potentiate or depress one type of angiotensin II release over the other. The contrasting data (89,90) so far obtained on the release of angiotensin II after intravenous infusion of angiotensin I according to the different ACE genotypes may also be due to this phenomenon.

It has been shown recently that ACE genotypes influence angiotensin II production after angiotensin I infusion on high-salt diet but not on low-salt diet (91). This interrelationship between ACE genotypes and body sodium levels may influence the pressor effect of the ACE DD genotype that is associated to increased levels of plasma ACE. In other words, a putative difference in the pressor effect between DD and II ACE genotypes may only be disclosed above a certain critical level of body sodium.

Differences in the evolutionary history of the population may also greatly affect the assessment of the role of a gene with statistical genetic techniques. An increased genetic ability to retain Na could have favored fitness during the reproductive age, across the Paleolithic period, when hunters heated a low-salt diet. However, because the number of genes affecting renal Na retention is large, this selective advantage could have been achieved by varying the frequency of different alleles. Namely, increasing the frequency of alleles that favor Na reabsorption or decreasing the frequency of those inhibiting it. In other words, evolution or selection are interested in functions and not in genes (gene polymorphism is only a tool available for the evolutionary processes, or evolution by bricolage) (92).

To study this aspect we carried out a case-control study in two European populations, divided by a very large genetic distance (around 10,000 yr), one from Northern Italy (around Milan) and the other from Northern Sardinia (around Sassari). The 460Trp allele of ADD1 gene, which is known to stimulate Na reabsorption, was significantly associated to hypertension in the Milan sample (35) but not in the Sassari one (42).

However when BP response after diuretic treatment was studied in hypertensives from Milan and Sassari, the 460Trp allele was significantly associated with a great BP fall in both populations (35,42), together with a lower PRA and faster ion transport of Na across the erythrocyte membrane (93). This result clearly indicates that physiologic genetics has provided similar data in both populations consistent with previous data obtained in humans, supporting the sodium-retaining activity of the 460Trp ADD1 allele, whereas statistical genetics furnished contrasting data. As indicated above, the inconsistency between the two genetic methodologies may be explained as follows: to ensure the required amount of body Na during the paleolithic period, the constitutive renal Na reabsorption was increased. However in more recent periods, because a normal or high salt diet is available, this increased tubular reabsorption may favor the development of hypertension (thriftty-genotype hypothesis) (94,95). This could have happened in the hypertensives of the two populations throughout a different equilibrium of the alleles operating in the genetic network devoted to the regulation of renal Na excretion. The shift of this particular gene network toward sodium retention may be achieved by decreasing the frequency of gene variants favoring Na loss or by increasing the frequency of those variants promoting Na reabsorption. Therefore Sassari hypertensive patients could have a genetic network leading to hypertension different from Milan hypertensive patients. However, in different networks, the 460Trp ADD1 allele does always exert its Na-retaining activity. The relevant message of these results is that each gene variant discloses its own function only when measured in the appropriate conditions. In particular, the predictivity of the pharmacologic response to a drug that somehow interferes with the disease-favoring allele is independent from the demonstration that the culprit allele is significantly associated with the disease.

This is the reason why pharmacogenomics may provide a paramount contribution (96–99). In the last decades, the selective blockade of a given receptor or biochemical activity with an appropriate drug has greatly contributed to our understanding of the complexity of cellular biochemistry and body pathophysiology. Even though the drug selectivity was often not especially high, thus weakening the scientific validity of the information, the use of different drugs with different selectivity was of great help. Along this line, the availability of ACE inhibitors or angiotensin II receptor blockers provided a substantial contribution to the comprehension of the pathophysiology of this system. Why has this contribution been much greater than that resulting from 10 yr of statistical genetics studies on the polymorphisms of RAS genes? Even if there were problems of drug selectivity, it is not possible to ignore this big discrepancy!

As mentioned above, the blockade of a given molecular biochemical function with a drug is one of the most powerful tools for understanding the function of a gene and its contribution to the overall activity of a complex system. Just like a gene knockout! However, we could have problems with both approaches. The selective antihypertensive activity of a drug in patients carrying a given genotype or a combination of them may indicate a common pathway between the drug and the genotype and highlights a given genetic hypothesis over others. Of course, before reaching any conclusion, it is necessary to take into account possible confounding factors such as: (1) interference with previous treatment; (2) stage of the disease; (3) pharmacokinetics and metabolism of the drug; (4) interference with possible counter-regulatory mechanisms limiting the fall of BP produced by the drug.

For all these reasons, the most sophisticated methods of statistical genetics based on the Mendelian paradigm seem unsuitable for approaching the complexity of the genetics of hypertension if solid pathophysiologic, pharmacogenomics, biochemical, and molecular data are not simultaneously taken into account. According to Schork (61) and Terwillinger and Goering (62), the available tools of statistical genetics are not simply capable of decoding the genotype-phenotype relationship in this type of disease. Even if such an explicit admission has not been made by other experts, their endless debates on the suitability of the various methods certainly indicates a lack of agreement on a gold standard. Therefore, the genetics of
hypertension is facing a very crucial dilemma: on one hand, it has to rely on statistical genetics methodology to define the role of a given gene; on the other hand, there are no gold standard methods to apply.

Conclusions

The data so far accumulated on the pathophysiology and genetics of hypertension discussed above led us to conclude that it would be highly unlikely that a major gene will emerge from these studies. In the future, we shall have a definite number of gene polymorphisms, each contributing for 2 to 10% of genetic variation depending on the genetic and the environmental background of the population considered. Gene interactions will emerge as the most productive approach to explain why a very sophisticated network of feedback loops may result in a BP increase without any clear-cut abnormality of those hormonal, humoral, or structural parameters reflecting body fluids status, kidney and nervous system functions, and all the other systems involved in BP regulation.

The biometric value of inheritability of hypertension may have its molecular basis on these networks of genetic interactions with some type of hierarchical organization. The crucial question regards the most appropriate tools for understanding these interactions. Each physiologic function may have a discrete number of alternative genetic variants, which may replace each other according to the evolution by bricolage illustrated above. For these reasons, the relevance of physiologic and pathophysiologic genetics and of pharmacogenomics is much greater than that of any sophisticated statistical analysis based on allelic frequency or cosegregation. Indeed, we are facing this dilemma: the geneticists are entitled to define the role of a given gene with tools that are, however, unsuitable to cope with the pathophysiologic complexity of hypertension. Pathophysiologists are aware of this complexity, but they are not generally entitled to define the role of a given gene. Only the integration of these disciplines with all their know-how may overcome these problems. This dilemma is also accentuated by less scientific and more sociologic aspects. Science is now deeply embedded in the industrial world of our society. This has certainly accelerated its development, but the competition for funding coming from different sources is leading to a strenuous defense of each one’s know-how as the most appropriate to solve a given problem.
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